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MATERIAL SCIENCE AND NANOTECHNOLOGY

Nanohardness and elasticity of cell walls of Scots pine
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Abstract. The aim of this study was to determine the hardness and reduced modulus of elasticity of juvenile wood of Scots pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) using the nanoindentation method, and then to compare the results obtained with those of mature wood. The hardness of juvenile pine
wood determined by means of the nanoindentation method was 0.444 GPa while for mature wood it was 0.474 GPa. Statistically significant
differences between the values were found. The reduced modulus of elasticity in juvenile wood was 14.0 GPa and 16.4 GPa in mature wood.
Thus, the hardness values obtained were about 7% higher, while the modulus of elasticity was 17% higher in mature wood. All determinations
were made in the S2-layer of the secondary cell wall.
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1. Introduction
The nanoindentation technique has been gaining popularity
in recent years in testing the mechanical properties of various
materials [1–3]. In the research of wood, nanohardness allows
to determine the heterogeneity of mechanical parameters of
the cell wall thickness, related to the arrangement of individual structural compounds. Thus, this method is much more
effective than the previously conducted tests of the mechanical
properties of cell walls in the tensile test of microtome wood
samples, which are time consuming and do not ref lect their
variability in cell wall thickness. The nanoindentation method
allows to determine the variability of mechanical properties of
cell walls, which is conditioned e.g. genetically (juvenile and
mature wood) and dependent on external factors inf luencing
the quality of the wood created during tree growth. Recently,
the nanoindentation method has been used extensively in cellulose fiber studies, which focus on measuring nanohardness
and reduced Young’s modulus. The earliest literature reports
on wood research using this technique date back to 1997, when
Wimmer [4] determined the longitudinal hardness and Young’s
modulus in the S2-layer of the secondary cell wall of spruce
wood tracheids, stating that both the hardness and Young’s
modulus of late wood tracheids were higher than those of early
wood tracheids. This was the first time when the nanoindentation technique had been used to study single cell walls. Subsequent experiments were carried out by Gindl in 2004 [5], also
on cell wall structures of tracheids of mature spruce wood,
stating that only the modulus of elasticity is signif icantly
dependent on the microfibril angle (MFA), while hardness is
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dependent on lignin content. This was confirmed by subsequent studies in which cell walls of ten different species of
wood were tested with this method and which did not show any
significant effect of the species on the hardness of cell walls,
but significant differences in the values of modulus of elasticity were found [6]. Yu et al. [7] carried out nanoindentation on
bamboo grain in both longitudinal and transverse directions,
and the results showed different mechanisms of deformation
between directions.
Since the first attempts to determine the nanohardness of
wood had been made, many items on this subject have appeared
in the literature. Most authors focused on the determination of
hardness and reduced modulus of elasticity in mature spruce
wood [4, 8] or pine wood [9, 10]. However, there are no reports
on the mechanical parameters of juvenile wood or comparison
of properties with mature wood.

2. Material and methods
The experimental material was juvenile and mature Scots pine
wood (Pinus sylvestris L.), obtained from the Murowana Goslina Experimental Forest Station (geographical coordinates:
N 52°32’40.797”; S 17°4’5.132”). The age of the stand was
85 years. Two annual rings, 7 and 74, had been selected for the
designations. They can therefore be classified as juvenile wood
(ring 7) and mature wood (ring 74).
Two samples with the dimensions of 1.5 (R) £ 1 (T) £ 5 (L)
mm were prepared and used for determination by the nanoindentation method. Each sample contained one analyzed annual
ring. The widths of annual rings and individual zones were
measured by means of a computer image analyzer equipped
with a stereoscopic microscope and a video camera.
As in the majority of wood tests carried out with nanoindentation methods, samples were previously embedded in epoxy
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resin [4–6, 11, 12] in order to prevent delamination of the cell
wall. The samples were seasoned to a moisture content of about
8%. Then each sample was embedded in a low viscosity epoxy
resin, according to the method proposed by Spurr [11]. Using
the vacuum method, air bubbles were removed from the intracellular space. A microtome (Leica Ultracut, Leica Microsystems, Wetzlar, Germany), equipped first with a glass knife and
then with a diamond knife, was used to smoothly cut the plane
surface. The plane used to perform mechanical parameters
determination was perpendicular to the cell axis.
Nanoindentation was performed in the UAM Centre for
Advanced Technologies on a nanoindenter (AGILENT G200)
equipped with a Berkovich type pyramidal tip indenter, using
a DCMII measuring head. In the first phase, the indenter
approached the sample surface with a surface approach rate of
10 nm/s. After touching the sample, the apparatus was corrected
by means of thermal drift. Once the indenter contacted the surface, it was loaded at constant rate of 1 μN/s to an indentation
depth of 250 nm. The maximum load was then maintained for
about 30 seconds. From the curve recorded during the experiment (Fig. 1), the relation between the depth of the cavity and
the force with which we act on it, the key parameters were
determined: maximum force (Fmax ), depth under maximum load
(h) and the initial slope of the load curve. The analysis of the
discussed curve allowed to determine reduced elastic modulus
(MOE r), as follows:
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Fig. 1. Load displacement curve of nanoindentation test in a wood-cell
wall
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Hardness and MOE were measured on every second tracheid
of the analyzed ring in the longitudinal direction of the tracheid,
from the first cell of early wood to the last cell of late wood.
The measurements were taken on the tangential walls of the
tracheids in the S2-layer of the secondary cell wall. At least
5 locations were measured on each tracheid. Positioning and
marking out of the nanoindentation sites were facilitated by an
optical microscope with magnification of 800£ coupled with
a nanoindenter.
In this paper, a measurement of microfibril angle was made
using light microscopy and a computer image analyzer (direct
method). The digital microscopy software (Motic Images Plus 3.0)
applied allows for measurements with an accuracy of 0.01°.
Microtome slices of about 20 μm in thickness were cut out
from wooden blocks to prepare microscope slides. The number of slices obtained from each sample was dependent on the
width of annual rings. The slices were then immersed in a 20%
Cu(NO3)2 solution and heated for 3 to 5 h at 80°C. The procedure briefly described above is a modification of the method
proposed by Wang et al. [13] and then described by Fabisiak
and Mania [14]. 20 to 30 MFAs measurements were made from
each slice, but no more than two MFAs from a single tracheid.

The width of annual rings in the wood sample analyzed is shown
in Fig. 2. This figure is based on data obtained from direct measurements. Data were approximated by a linear function.
Average ring width for the entire board studied was
1.51 mm and the range between the minimum and maximum
values was close to 3.93 mm. Analyzing the general trend of
changes in the width of annual rings, it can be stated that this
parameter decreases significant to about 18–20 growth ring.
Based on the analysis of the width of annual rings, 7th and 74th
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Hardness (H), i.e. the mean pressure the wood material will
support under load (Fmax), is defined as:
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Fig. 2. Radial variations of ring width in pine wood
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ring were selected for further analysis. The widths of rings 7
and 74 correspond to the median of this value for juvenile and
mature wood.
The widths of the early- (ew), transition (tw) and latewood
(lw) zones for the two annual rings analyzed are shown in
Table 1. Early-, transition- and latewood zones were determined
on the basis of microstructure, macrostructure and wood density
data in individual zones. An additional feature was MFA and
its distribution within individual annual rings.
Table 1
Width of individual pine wood zones
Number of
annual rings
7

74

Wood zone

Value
[mm]

ew

1.14

tw

0.13

lw

0.21

ew

0.61

tw

0.28

lw

0.37

are about 13.3 GPa. The ANOVA analysis showed no significant differences between these cases (Tukey’s test p = 0.9949).
The difference between the average values for transition wood
was about 4 GPa and for latewood about 3 GPa. In both cases
the differences are statistically significant at α = 0.05. These
results do not differ significantly from the literature results,
where the modulus of elasticity ranges from 13.5 to 21.5 GPa
[4, 5, 9, 16].
Figure 3 shows the average MOE values for individual tracheids in the annual rings analyzed. Each point is an average
of 5 indentations made in the S2-layer on tracheids in one row.
The Figure shows that the two dependents overlap only in the
initial phase, i.e. within the earlywood, where, as mentioned
above, the differences were insignificant. In the middle of the
growth ring, the highest differences between the two increments
can be observed in the transition wood. There were more late
tracheids in mature wood, which is due to the higher proportion
of latewood in ring 74 (Table 1).
22000

ring 7
ring 74

The table shows that the average width of ring 7 was 1.48
and 74 1.26 mm. There were also differences in the widths
of individual zones. The share of late wood in juvenile wood
was 14.2%, while in mature wood it was 29.4%. This development of both the width of annual rings and the proportion of
late wood is characteristic for coniferous species, where wider
annual rings with a low proportion of late wood occur at the
pith. As we move away from the pith, the width of annual
growths decreases and the share of late wood increases [15].
The number of tracheids in individual annual growths was also
different. In the 7th growth, in juvenile wood, 46 tracheids were
recorded, while in the 74th growth, there were 54 tracheids.
Table 2 presents the results of the reduced modulus of elasticity for the two annual growths analyzed, separately for early(ew), transition (tw) and latewood (lw), together with basic
statistical parameters.
Table 2
Reduced modulus of elasticity in juvenile and mature pine wood
MOE [MPa]
min

mean

max

±SD

7 ew

12932

13318

13867

263.4

7 tw

14221

14645

14925

305.1

7 lw

15785

17525

18614

943.8

74 ew

12464

13326

14231

461.6

74 tw

17662

18412

19065

423.5

74 lw

19728

20462

21161

544.4

Juvenile wood (ring 7) is characterized by lower modulus
of elasticity than mature wood. The exception is early wood,
where the results are very close to each other in both rings and
Bull. Pol. Ac.: Tech. 68(5) 2020
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Fig. 3. Average values of reduced modulus of elasticity in individual
tracheids

One of the reasons for the differentiation of the modulus of
elasticity is the orientation of the microfibril in the S2-layer of
the secondary cell wall. The angle at which the microfibril is
oriented has a significant impact on the mechanical parameters
of wood. The strength of wood and the modulus of elasticity are
higher the lower the inclination angle of the microfibril (MFA)
[13, 15–19]. The development of MFA within individual annual
growths is shown in Fig. 4. Each point is an average of 30 angle
measurements on a microscope preparation.
Analysis of the data contained in Fig. 4 shows that the
microfibril angle decreases with the maturation of wood tissue. Thus, in juvenile wood, the microfibril runs at a greater
angle to the longitudinal axis of the cells than in mature wood.
Such shaping of MFA in individual tissues has been described
by many authors [20–26]. The largest difference in MFA values
was observed in latewood, while the smallest difference was
observed in earlywood, as it was 8.4° and 3.0°, respectively,
and is statistically significant. The large variation in the average
microfibril angle of starting in the transition wood is the reason
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Table 3
Hardness in juvenile and mature pine wood
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for the variation in the modulus of elasticity in both tissues.
Very similar MFA values in early wood can result in similar
MOE values. Almost twice the angle of inclination of microfibril in juvenile wood is probably the reason for the smaller
MOE in this tissue.
Modulus of elasticity of cell walls also increases with
decreasing MFA. The relation between these two parameters,
shown in Fig. 5, can be approximated with a linear function,
for the range of MFA values measured. According to the determination coefficient of this relation, the modulus of elasticity
of cell walls in the axial direction is 82% in ring 7 and 74% in
ring 74, dependent on MFA.
The higher modulus of elasticity of latewood, apart from
the MFA variation, is also due to other differences in annual
growth. Latewood has a higher degree of cellulose crystallinity
[27] than early wood.
Table 3 presents the results of nanohardness (H) measurements for the two annual growths analyzed, separately for
early- (ew), transition (tw) and latewood (lw), together with
basic statistical parameters.
Table 3 shows that the variability of this property is lower
than for the MOE. Average nanohardness values are higher for
mature wood. The differences between the hardness of early22000
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Fig. 5. Relationship between microfibril angle of the material studied
and their reduced modulus of elasticity
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and latewood, within a single annual ring, are small. In juvenile
wood, latewood has a higher hardness of approx. 6%, while in
mature wood of only approx. 4%, and these differences are statistically significant, at a significance level of α = 0.05. Similar
results of nanohardness were also obtained in single tracheids
by Wimmer et al. [4] and Vincent et al. [10]. To check how the
hardness changed on the width of the annual increment, Fig. 6
was prepared.
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Fig. 4. Average values of the microfibril angle in the annual rings
analyzed
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Fig. 6. Average hardness values in individual tracheids

Both curves show a similar course, but they are spread out in
relation to each other. The greatest differences can be observed
in the earlywood and transition wood zone, where the differences in individual tracheids exceed 30 MPa. In the late wood
zone, the differences for both tissues are lower and amount to
about 23 MPa. Within a single annual increment in mature wood
only, statistically insignificant differences between transition
and latewood were shown. In other cases, the differences are
significant. A slight differentiation of hardness values within
single annual rings is less dependent on MFA and more on the
share of lignin in the cell wall [25]. It is the matrix that encrusts
the cell wall and is mainly responsible for the hardness of the
wood. Early wood has a higher lignin content. However, the
differences are not massive, as they stand at about 2% [28, 29].
A similar relationship can be found with juvenile and mature
wood. Mature wood is characterized by a lower share of lignin
by even about 10% [29].
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4. Conclusions
The aim of this study was to determine the hardness and
reduced modulus of elasticity of juvenile and mature Scots
pine wood using the nanoindentation method. This method has
become a powerful tool in determining the properties of wood
on a nano scale. The results obtained allow us to conclude
that the hardness and modulus of elasticity, determined in the
S2-layer of the secondary cell wall, are lower in juvenile wood
than in mature wood. The exception is MOE of earlywood,
which is almost identical for both types of tissue. There were
no statistically significant differences between these cases.
However, this property is highly dependent on MFA, and MFA
values for both tissue types were very similar. Much smaller
variation of values both within individual annual increments
and when comparing the annual increments analyzed points
to nanohardness. In juvenile wood the difference between the
hardness of late and early wood is 30 MPa, and in mature
wood it amounts only to 20 MPa. However, these differences
are statistically significant.
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